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Abstract
We introduce an AI-enabled portal that presents an excellent vi-
sualization of Mahatma GandhiâĂŹs life events by constructing
temporal and spatial social networks from the Gandhian literature.
Applying an ensemble of methods drawn from NLTK, Polyglot and
Spacy we extract the key persons and places that find mentions in
Gandhi’s written works. We visualize these entities and connec-
tions between them based on co-mentions within the same time
frame as networks in an interactive web portal. The nodes in the
network, when clicked, fire search queries about the entity and all
the information about the entity presented in the corresponding
book from which the network is constructed, are retrieved and
presented back on the portal. Overall, this system can be used as a
digital and user-friendly resource to study Gandhian literature.
CCS Concepts
•Computingmethodologies→Natural language processing;
Network science; Ensemble methods; • Information systems→
Summarization; Social networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mahatma Gandhi1 was the leader of IndiaâĂŹs non-violent inde-
pendence movement against British rule and in South Africa who
advocated for the civil rights of Indians. Gandhi’s life has been a
major source of inspiration for many people. There is much written
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahatma_Gandhi
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about his life, which are of great relevance to not only historians,
but also general public interested in learning about his life and his
ideologies.
Compilation of these documents, and visual depiction of Gandhi’s
life could of unprecedented value to many people.
State-of-the-art:Websites like gandhiheritageportal.org, mkgandhi.
org, etc., contain major works of Gandhi, be it his letters, magazines,
newspaper articles, or speeches in a digital format providing easy
access to the literature on Gandhi. In addition, there are a good
number of scholarly digital libraries, which have sizable collection
of resources on Gandhi in digital forms2. The abundance of litera-
ture on these platforms results in information overload and makes
it difficult to gather relevant information as per a user’s interest.
This is when life has become faster than ever and users tend to get
disengaged very quickly.
Contributions: In this demo paper, we discuss the development of
Gandhipedia, an interactive web portal that aims to digitize all the
writings of Mahatma Gandhi and present them in a well organised
format which can serve as a useful and easy-to-access resource for
users. We have successfully constructed the spatial and temporal
networks for the 7 key texts authored by Mahatma Gandhi. The
nodes in these networks are entities (people or places that find
mention in these texts) and edges correspond to co-mentions of
entities within a pre-defined timewindow. The nodes in the network
on click fire a query about the corresponding entity and search the
text to return excerpts from different chapters in the text where
the entity occurred. Consider a user interested in all occurrences
of “Gopal Krishna Gokhale”3 in the autobiography (The Story of
My Experiments with Truth4) of Gandhi. The user can look into
the network, quickly find the node “Gokhale” and click on it to
obtain all information organised chapter/time wise about “Gokhale”
without having to skim through the entire autobiography to find
and manually aggregate this information. In addition, the portal
also enables text based query search across 100 volumes of the
Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi. The current portal is hosted
at http://gandhipedia150.in.
2 GANDHIPEDIA ARCHITECTURE
We leverage the Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi (CWMG)
available at [3], a collection of 100 volumes of letters, speeches and
books written by Gandhi for the construction of the portal. Figure 1
shows the detailed Gandhipedia portal architecture. It consists of
four distinct modules: (i) data module, (ii) query processing module,
2JSTOR, HathiTrust Digital Library, World EBook Library, South Asian Archives,
Internet Archives, Project Gutenberg, Shodhganga, WorldCat.
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gopal_Krishna_Gokhale
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Story_of_My_Experiments_with_Truth
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(iii) network creation module, and (iv) user interface module. The
arrows represent the direction of data flow. Next, we describe each
module in detail.
Data module: We use pdf2xml tool5 to convert the volumes from
PDF format to XML format. The XML files are processed to detect
chapter boundaries. Each chapter refers to a book, letter, speech,
or newspaper article. Each chapter is stored individually in text
format in MongoDb6.
Network creation module: We currently implement this mod-
ule for seven books authored by Mahatma Gandhi, including his
autobiography. An example temporal network is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Different colors represent different communities. The network
construction methodology is described as follows – (i) Identifying
place/location entities: We recognize named entities (place/person)
occurring in different chapters of books. We use an ensemble of
three different NER libraries, NLTK7, Polyglot8, and Spacy9. We
only consider entities that were identified by at least two libraries.
(ii) Filtering noisy entities: Above NER mechanism results in several
common nouns that were neither people or person. We filter out
these entities using a list of cities and countries from NLTK. We
use WordNet to filter improper nouns10. (iii) Temporal networks
creation and clustering: Temporal network creation consists of three
important steps. First, each chapter is mapped to a specific year.
All entities in a particular chapter are associated with that year. All
entities in a particular year are linked to each other. In addition,
entities of year t are linked with entities of year t − 1 and year t + 1.
The hypothesis behind construction of such networks is that enti-
ties mentioned close by in time could possibly be ‘socially’ related.
Finally, community detection is performed using standard Louvain
and Infomap clustering algorithms [1].
Figure 1: Architecture of Gandhipedia.
Query processing module: The query processing module pro-
cesses two distinct types of queries, network visualization related
and full-text based search using ElasticSearch [2]. Search through
the network: For the network visualization, when a node is clicked
(person/place) a search query with the entity as the query term is
fired. The search results are organised time wise and chapter wise
5https://sourceforge.net/projects/pdf2xml/
6MongoDb: https://www.apress.com/gp/book/9781430230519
7https://www.nltk.org/
8https://draquet.github.io/PolyGlot/
9https://spacy.io/
10https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
Figure 2: Sample temporal people graph shown in web por-
tal. The broad level interpretations of each of the communi-
ties are noted in a line of text below the network.
and returned back to the user. Search through the CWMG: The cur-
rent full-text search supports first 40 volumes of CWMG in a textual
format highlighting the query and its results as shown in Figure 3.
It supports general query retrieval using MongoDb database.
Figure 3: Sample search result shown on the web portal.
User interface module: This module fetches results from the
query processing and the network creation modules. The entity
search displays the volumes, books and then chapters, with the
searched entity highlighted. The network visualization11 depicts
the generated interactive networks arranged over time.
3 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We develop Gandhipedia to study Gandhian literature and his so-
cial networks in an interactive manner. In future, we plan to index
more than 100 volumes of CWMG and present multilingual search
facility. We also aim to develop timelines to represent which per-
sonalities/places are mentioned for the first-time in the literature.
This helps in development of nice chronological visualisations.
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